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It is shown that a partial geowetric design with pzameters (r, k, t, c) satisfying certair 
conditions is equivalent to a two-class partially balanced incomplete block design. This 
generalizes a result concerning partial geometric designs and balanced incomplete block 
designs. 
1. Kntroduction 
Let D(u, b, t, k) be any tactical configtiraLAon. Here u denotes the number of 
points of D, b the number of blocks ( = certain subsets of the points of C), r the 
number of blocks containing any point of D and k the block size of II. 
Let N denote the usual v X 6 (0,l) incidence matrix of I?. The cop5guration III 
is said to be a partial geometric design with paramete’rs (r, k, t, c j, 12 I if in 
addition to 
we have 
NwN=(r+k+c-1-t)N+tJ, (2) 
where J dt notes the all one matrix of the appropriate size and M’ is the transpose 
of N. Partial geometric designs were introduced in [2] and we.re used to generalize 
the Hall-Connor embedding theorem For a spectral characterization of partial 
geometric designs we refer to [I]. 
Let N denote the incidence matrix of a paCal geometric design (r, k, t, c). 
Put 
2.2. .As a consequence of this, we recr,ver a result of 
geometric designs and balanced incomplete Mock designs 
[2] concerning partial 
(BIBDs). 
lowing Lemma relates S 
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I&ma 2.1. Let D be nn S?BIBD of type (S, i) with parameters 
(z$ b, r, k, nl, Al, AZ). Then D is a partial geometric design (r, k, t, c) with 
t = gi+ A&, c = gs’+(h,- l)(k - l), 
where g = Al-+. 
PO& Let N and Q denote respectively the incidence matrix and association 
rnkrk of D. Then we have 
NJ = rJ, JN= kJ, NN’= (r - x2)1+ gQ + A,J (8) 
and 
C?N=(s’- i)N+ iJ. (9) 
Then, 
NWN =[(I-Az)+g(S- i)]N+(gi+A,k)J. (W 
Comparing (2) and (IQ), we have the required result. 
We now come to the converse situation. 
Tbeom 2.2. tit D(r, k, c c) be a partial geometric design with II x b incidence 
matrix N. Suppose the following conditions hold: 
(i) t = gi+ A&, 
(ii) c = gs’+(A,- l)(k - 1), 
(iii) nlg= r(k - l)- A&J- 1) and s’r= (g-i- A&,, where S, c AZ, n, are non- 
negative integers and g an integer with g+ A2 non-negative. 
(iv) g divides qj - A&# j), where X = (Xij) =: NW. men, D is an SPBIBD of 
type (3, i) with parameters (u, b, r, k, nl, A1 = g + AZ, A,) baied on the association 
scheme for which 0 is gQ = NNf - (r - A&- AJ. 
Pro&. Suppose conditions (i) through (iv) hold. 
Put 
X=NW (11) 
Y= X-(F-A,)I-AJ (12) 
Then, Y is a symr.metric, ntegral matrix of valency m, = gn 1, with O’s along the 
main diagonal. Nc Le that if g = 0, then NN’ = (r- &)I+ AJ and D is a BIBD 
(u, b, r, k, AZ). In t’nis case D is an SPBIUD of type (k - 1, k). Henceforth assume 
gzo. 
Put 
Q ‘Y. = e._ (13) 
g 
Re~~ark 2.3. Lemma 2.1 shows that cond%ons (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2 are 
satis!ied by an SPBIBD of type (3, r). The fkst part of condition (iti) and condition 
(iv) are obviously satisfied. The second part of condition (iii) reduces to the 
parameter relation A1 its = S;r, which is satisfkd by SPBIBDs [3]. Thus, conditions 
(i) through (iv) are necessary and sufficient for a p srtial geometric design (I; k t, c) 
to be an SPW3D of type (S, i). 
Coxolka~ %I. [2, Theorem 4.11. Any partial pmnehic design (,: k, t, Cj with 
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t = A&, c =(k- l)(h - 1) is a BIBD (u, b, r, k, A), where 
hf. Put A, = A*= A, g = 0 in Theorem 2.2. 
Ibsnpb 2.5. Let X=(1,2 ,..., n}. Let f be the set of all unordered triplets 
from ,X. We call two distinct elements of P first, second or third associates if the 
corresponding triplets have two, one or zero symbols in common respectively. It 
can be easily checked that we obtain a three-class association scheme with 
parameters 
nl=3(n-3), n2=3 n;3 , ( ) 
I&= n-2, p:* = 4, p:*= 0, 
Ptl= 2(n -4), p% = 2(n - 4), &= 9, 
p:3 = 0, p:3= n-5, pf3 = 3(n - 6). 
We construct a configuration D by taking the elements of P as points and the set 
of alI triplets ccntaining a fixed symbol as tht blocks. It can be verified that D is a 
partial geometric design with u = 3” 
0 
b = n, r = 3, k = 
n-l 
, 
( > 
2 , t = 3(n - 2), c = 
2(n -3). Moreover, D is a three-class PBIBD with parameters 
(u, b, r, k, nl, n2, A1 = 2, A2= 1, A3 = 0). 
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